Your Guide to
Living Invested

Invest for a Life
of Purpose
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Exceptional outcomes require
patience and persistence.
Jeff Foster, CFP®
Senior Partner | Wealth Advisor

Financial planning can be complex and overwhelming. The
time, commitment, and know-how required to tackle all
aspects of your financial life often leads to procrastination –
or worse – making expensive financial mistakes.
Most of us desire peace of mind in our financial lives for a
reason: to ensure we can retire on our own terms, to provide
security to our families, or to leave a legacy that impacts the
causes closest to our hearts.
TVAMP helps you get your financial life in order and empowers
you to focus on what matters most – that’s Living Invested.
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Who We Are is
All About You
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TVAMP began with a purpose - to impact lives in a positive
way. We transform complex financial decisions into simple,
easy-to-follow guidance.
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The roots of TVAMP can be traced back to the late 1990’s
when our three founding partners - Jeff Foster, Scott
Fisher, and Jeff Sweat - were all part of the same national
brokerage firm. Despite operating separately and in different
communities, it was clear that the three men had a common
goal – to open an independent practice where the client is
put first.
Fast forward to today and our clients are at the center of
everything we do. As an independent advisor, we provide
advice on all aspects of a client’s financial life and have no
proprietary products or agenda. Our focus is to simply do
what is right for the client.

8 CFP®
professionals
on our team

&

2,000+
clients currently served
by TVAMP

Our Commitment to You

Organization

Objectivity

Education

We keep your finances
neat & tidy.

We help you avoid making
emotional decisions with
your money.

We explain the actions we
take on your behalf.
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It’s our job to guide you, no matter where you may be
in your financial journey.

Accountability

Proactivity

Collaboration

We help you follow through
on your financial goals.

We keep you ahead of the
curve by planning for life
transitions.

We are a team, and we work
with you, not just for you.

Planning for Every Aspect
of Your Financial Life
True financial planning covers much more than just your
investments. We take care of the details in these areas so
your finances will work together, all of the time.

Retirement
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Slow down your professional career and maintain your financial
stability throughout retirement.

Investment Management
Unbiased investment advice to manage risk and help you
stay on track to reach your goals.

Estate Planning
Design the legacy you want to leave for your loved ones and
the causes closest to your heart.

Tax Strategies
Take advantage of tax legislation and keep more money in
your pocket.

Insurance Planning
Explore opportunities to mitigate or transfer risk, and
protect those most important to you.
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Financial plans rooted in purpose
help you fully invest in what
matters. That’s Living Invested.”
Jeff Sweat, CFP®
Senior Partner | Wealth Advisor

How It Works
Design a Plan
Discovery Meeting
15-Minute Intro Call
Your intro call will help us
understand your financial
situation and how we can help.

You’ll meet with a team of
professionals – in person or virtually
– to dig into your financial life.

To get from where you are today, to
where you want to be, we provide a
personalized Financial Roadmap.
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Crunch the Numbers
Fact Finder
You’ll fill out our questionnaire so
we understand your expectations
of a financial planner. This also
helps make the Discovery Meeting
as efficient as possible.

Your team gets to work. We review the
dollars and data to address any “red flags”
and design a strategy for you.

Live Invested
We guide your plan into action, help
you make smart financial decisions,
and empower you to Live Invested.

We Work With You,
Not Just For You
The financial industry has spent decades convincing
the world of its complexity. At TVAMP we have the
fundamental belief that your finances ought to be easy.
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The most successful strategies are often the most
simple. However, simple is not always easy to follow.
Staying on track requires you to ignore the noise and
emotion that surround us. With TVAMP as your guide,
we help you stay the course.
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You deserve to focus on what matters most in life.
Speak to one of our financial professionals and start
Living Invested today.

At TVAMP, we believe nothing
will impact your life more than
who you choose to do life with
with.
Scott Fisher, CFP®
Senior Partner | Wealth Advisor

www.tvamp.com
Phone: (865) 226.9982

6025 Brookvale Lane, Suite 160
Knoxville, TN 37919

TVAMP is a registered investment advisor.

